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Item No. Price Remark Game Description

1 Arrow Heads NEW Unit(s) Later

Dimension(mm):

W2007xD1448xH2108

Weight: ~200 kgs

Power: W

Competitive archery game

Play in co-op or clash in an epic battle against your friends

Colorful unique characters, custom controllers

3 stages, 5 types of enemies, 5 powerups, 2 types of bonus

Fast-paced gameplay with colorful effects

Showpiecec attraction for any gameroom

Fully developed in Canada

2 Artic Fishing NEW Unit(s) US$6,000

Dimension(mm):

W1520xD1100xH2200

Weight: ~180 kgs

Power: 210-330W

Pull as many fish out as possible

Multiple hook system that allows the player to pull out more

3 levels with 3 different characters to try

Catch the bonus lobster or the mega fish to win even more tickets

3
Astro Invasion

CE Unit(s) US$3,500

Dimension(mm):

W1000×D1930×H2085

Weight: 140 kgs

Power: 85~275W

- 2-Players simple ball tossing game, fun for all ages

- Multiple moving targets that light up

- Beautiful multi-color changing LED lights

- Newest addition to our "Family Series"

4 Axe Legend NEW Unit(s) Later

Dimension(mm):

W880xD1200xH2240

Weight: ~ 170kgs

Power: W

2 gamesplay types: throw the axe controller or slash with it

Enemy Types vary depending on the level

Slim cabinet

Boss at the end of each level

5 Barrel of Laughs CE Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimension (mm):

W1050xD1950xH2500

N.W.: 330 kgs

Power:70-450W

The automatic launcher shoots balls out – the player needs to hit 10 different targets to

drop the clown into the barrel.

- Fun clown-themed game for all ages

- 1 or 2 player game - paly solo or challenge your family and friends!

- Aim and shoot balls at 10 different targets to drop the clown into the barrel

Competitive archery game

Play in co-op or clash in an epic battle against your friends

Colorful unique characters, custom controllers

3 stages, 5 types of enemies, 5 powerups, 2 types of bonus

Fast-paced gameplay with colorful effects

Showpiecec attraction for any gameroom

Fully developed in Canada

2 gamesplay types: throw the axe controller or slash with it

Enemy Types vary depending on the level

Slim cabinet

Boss at the end of each level

Pull as many fish out as possible

Multiple hook system that allows the player to pull out more

3 levels with 3 different characters to try

Catch the bonus lobster or the mega fish to win even more tickets

1. Insert Coin(s) to start the game.

2. Throw the balls into the mouths of robots or aliens to win tickets.

3. Aim the ball at the spaceship to win even more.

QUOTATION

How to play

Redemption Game

Name Quantity

The automatic launcher shoots balls out continuously.

Aim to hit all 10 targets within the time limit to drop the clown into the

barrel.
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6 Beat the Goalie CE Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimension (mm):

W800xD1600xH1800

N.W.: 210kgs

Power: 100-170W

SHOOT TO SCORE AND BEAT THE GOALIE!

- Fast-paced head to head competition

- Repeat shooting action and very entertaining gameplay

- Popular soccer themed console

- Beautiful design and attractive LED lighting

7
Big Teeth

Monkey
NEW Unit(s) US$4,500

Dimension(mm):

W1200xD2030xH2010

Weight: ~220  kgs

Power: 200-280W

Large themed playfield with interactive monkey teeth

The teeth light up! Hi them for more ticket

Jungle themed cabinet that stands out

8 Cheeky Monkey

 

CE Unit(s) US$2,500

Dimension(mm)

W870xD1840xH1979

Weight: 190 KG

Power: 140~160W

Kiddie Hoop Game!

- Hoop game for kids 10 and under

- Accessible low cabinet design

- Colorful Monkey Theme

- 2 levels of play,static and moving basket

- Miniature basketballs

- Low maintenance

9 Cirus Toss NEW Unit(s) US$3,000

Dimension(mm):

W711xD1270xH1321

Weight: ~ 120kgs

Powe: 35-75W

An incredibly simple concept of throwing a ball into a lit up hole

Bright graphics that attract young children

Stationary and moving targets

Attractive music

Dimension(mm):

W1499xD991xH2972

Weight: ~ 300kgs

Power: 100-150W

1. Values are ADDED together when both hands stop on YELLOW numbers

2. Values are MULTIPLIED when one hand stops on a YELLOW number and the

other hand stops on a RED number

3. Stop one hand on the FLASHING RED number, If the other hand tops on ANY

RED number, you win the Bonus.

Large themed playfield with interactive monkey teeth

The teeth light up! Hi them for more ticket

Jungle themed cabinet that stands out

An incredibly simple concept of throwing a ball into a lit up hole

Bright graphics that attract young children

Stationary and moving targets

Attractive music

1. Values are ADDED together when both hands stop on YELLOW

numbers

2. Values are MULTIPLIED when one hand stops on a YELLOW

number and the other hand stops on a RED number

3. Stop one hand on the FLASHING RED number, If the other hand tops

on ANY RED number, you win the Bonus.

Activate credist.

Play single or against another player.

Aim to shoot the balls through individual holes before the time runs out.

1) Insert coin(s). Game starts. Balls release.

2) Time is counting down. Basketball hoop is not moving. 2 points per

shot.

3) Time is up. Pay out tickets if not passing the Stage 1.

4) Get the required points to pass the next stage.

5) Time is counting down. Basketball hoop is moving. 3 points per shot.

6) Get he required points to pass stage 2 and win the BONUS. Game is

over.
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11
Crazy Hoop

Basketball
CE Unit(s) US$2,500

- Crazy Hoop encourages competition through well programmed scoring system

- Fast game play, various difficulty levels

- Operator adjustable payout

- Maximum 32 units can be linked

- Blue flashing neon light on the frame of the game

- Mercy ticket function available

- 4 stages in one game, player will proceed to another stage if enough points are

scored per level.

racing special for kids;

Boat can transfer over and under water;

Different Props can make the game much fun.

2 units can be linked to compete.

Ticket Option

13
Deep Sea Drive

Twin Version
New Unit(s) US$5,000

Try the boat or the jet Ski

Powerups make the race more exciting

Play together with your friend in multiplayer

14
Derby Champion

(Single Unit)
New Unit(s) US$10,000

1. Can be Single, double player or even 8 players link together.

2. 3 different play sceen

3. New design, Invovate play, more realistic horse racing

15 Dino Pop CE Unit(s) US$3,500

This is a simple and fun game where players toss as many balls as they can into the

Dino’s mouth within the time limit. The Dino also moves to make the ball toss

slightly more challenging! Tickets are awarded based on the final score.

- Very adorable Dino character that moves!

- Colorful cabinet, small footprint, suitable for all locations

- Fully adjustable game time and payouts settings

racing special for kids;

Boat can transfer over and under water;

Different Props can make the game much fun.

2 units can be linked to compete.

Ticket Option

1. Can be Single, double player or even 8 players link together.

2. 3 different play sceen

3. New design, Invovate play, more realistic horse racing

Try the boat or the jet Ski

Powerups make the race more exciting

Play together with your friend in multiplayer

A new ball toss game for children and the whole family.

This is a simple and fun game where players toss as many balls as they

can into the Dino' mouth within time limit. Tickets are awarded according

to the final scores.

-Very adorable Dino character that moves.

- Colorful cabinet, small footprint, suitable for all location.

- Fully adjustable game time and payout settings.

1. Maxamium 32 units can be linked

2. Six basketballs come with each unit

3. Blue flashing neon light on the frame of the games.

4. Moving basket to increase difficulty.

5. Players will proceed to 4 different stage if enough points are scored per

levels.
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16 Drummer Kids NEW Unit(s) US$5,500

- 1-2 player video redemption game

- Drum game that offers a high level of interaction suitable for children of all ages

- Colorful vibrant candy theme with delightful characters and sounds

- 32" monitor

17 Ducky Splash CE Unit(s) US$3,500

Make a Big Splash with this Adorable Water Gun Game!

  -  1 to 2-player game, fun for all ages

  -  Cheerful cabinet, attractive lights & sounds

  -  Operator adjustable ticket and coin settings

  -  Easy cleaning and low maintenance

  -  Great for any location, no plumbing requirements

18 Duo Drive CE Unit(s) US$5,000

Become a Tip Top Racer!

- Single or 2 player kiddie car / motorbike driving game

- Use your skill to avoid lots of obstacles on the road

- Pick up gold coins along the way for tickets

- First to cross the finishing line wins

- Simple, yet fun and engaging

19 Extreme Hoop CE Unit(s) US$2,800

Next Generation of Hoop games!

- Multiplayer Linkable units

- Fast gameplay with static and moving basket

- Attractive color light strips around frame

- Top guard fence; sturdy chain net

- High quality and sturdy cabinet

- Operator adjustable payout

- 6 basketballs with each unit

- High score display

20 Extreme Shot NEW Unit(s) US$2,800

New&Enhanced basketball

Sturdy Frame

Sleek design & Playfield backlight

Ability to link multiple units

New&Enhanced basketball

Sturdy Frame

Sleek design & Playfield backlight

Ability to link multiple units

1. Insert Coins to start the game.

2. Hold on the gun and water shoot the ducks into the holes, the more

ducks enter the holes, the more score the player get

3. Two players water gun games

1. Beat the drum in the time with the music and bash the snacks and

sweets as you journey along.

2. As the player goes along, they must beat the particular drum required

for each snack that appears in front of them. The largest snacks require a

continuous beat on the large drum. The player must beat and win all the

snacks that appear to finish the game and to get the highest score.

3. Advanced level players can use the selector knob to choose the songs

that they want to beat to.

4. Bonus Game – The fastest player wins the game!

1. Use the centeal buttons to choose single player or 2 player game.

2. Use the steering wheel or motorbike handles to steer along the road.

3. Avoid the obstacles on the road but pick up the gold coins for

tickets/points.

4. Press the central button to drive faster.

5. The first to cross the finish line wins.

1. Insert coin(s) to begin game

2. Press on Single Play for solo or Link Play to challenge others

3. Score as many points within the allowed time

4. Reach the require score to play all 4 stages

5. Moving basket for added challenge

6. Tournament style capable
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21 Family Bowl 2 CE Unit(s) US$4,000

Just like Real Bowling!

* One-lane bowling game simulator with monitor

* Colorful cabinet, great music & sounds

* Small footprint, operator adjustable payout

* Simple game-play kids will love

* Great fun for the whole family!

22 Fire Heros NEW Unit(s) US$6,000

Interactive Video Water Game

Save the forest dwellers from fires

3 different levels to explore

play together with a friend

23
Frost Island

with seat
Unit(s) US$6,500

A MYSTERIOUS LAND THAT TIME FORGOT!

- 1-2 player, video redemption

- Multi-level gameplay assures repeat play

- Water guns interact with digital graphics

- Easy to maintain water recycling system

- Eye catching cabinet, strong graphics and sound effects

24 Funfair Bash CE Unit(s) US$5,500

Roll Up...Roll Up...The Carnival is HERE!

- Fun fair themed skill-based redemption

- Series of fun traditional sidestall ball tossing games

- Level of difficulty increases with different stages

- Exciting ticket countdown timer

- Sidestall themed bright and colorful cabinets

25 Hammer Fun CE Unit(s) US$3,500

Hammer your way to the final stages and defeat the 3 big bosses - Fox Boss, Alien

Boss, and Shark Boss - to win the game!

-  Hammer Fun is a 1-2 player game suitable for players of all ages.

-  Fully interactive 1-2 player video redemption game

-  4 exciting games to choose from

-  Vibrant cabinet colors, terrific graphics and sounds

-  Small footprint, suitable for all locations

-  Entertainment for the whole family!

1, Insert Coin(S) to start the game.

2. There are 5 stages.

1st stage: Knock off all the milk bottles from the table.

2nd stage: Hit down all the tumblers

3rd stage:Break all the barrels

4th stage: Knock out all the BOWLING PINS

5th stage: Hit all four targets behind the clown!

1. Insert coin to start.

2. At the game selection screen, choose 1 of the 4 stages: Ninja Raccoon,

Aliens Invasion, Save the ship, or Mouse of Cheese.

3. Using the hammer, hit targets quickly within time limit.

4. You must hit a max number of targets in each level to move into the

next stages.

5. Defeat the 3 big bosses to win the game.

6. Win tickets based on final scores.

1. Insert Coin(s).

2.Select desired number of game rounds.Use the triangular buttons:5

rounds or 10 rounds.

3.Press the green button to start.

4. To score, roll the balls down the lane and knock down as many pins as

possible.

5.At the end of the game, LED will display the number of tickes the

player wins.

6. Enter the player's name.Display the player's ranking.

Water shooting game.

1. Insert Coin(s) to start the game machines.

2. 2 players and provide 4 different background to be chosen to play.

3.Select the scene to play

4. Win tickets squirting at monsters and objects

5. Kill all monsters to move up a stage

6. When a stage is complete, player can choose a treasure box in order to

win mega tickets.

7. Time adjustable play

Interactive Video Water Game

Save the forest dwellers from fires

3 different levels to explore

play together with a friend
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26 Hover Race NEW Unit(s) US$6,000

1.Slalom style control platform 。

2.Multiple characters to choose from.

3.A multitude of powerups and obstacles on the track.

4.Linkable units for multiplayer capabilities

27

Independence

Day

(Single Unit)

NEW Unit(s) US$7,500

Save the world from an Alien Invasion

- Officially licensed game from 20th Century Fox

- Monitor housed inside the playfield to visualize space battles

- Roll the ball into moving targets, reach the mothership

- Flexible Bonus Structure

- Optional Twin-Unit Marquee with the characters from the movie

28 Jumping Fun Unit(s) US$4,300

1. Step onto the platform, hold the handles with both hands.

2. Choose the route and characters you like to play.

3. Jumping up and down to move the characters forward.

4. Shift your weight on the left or right foot to turn.

5. Game is over when time is up.

Best Interactive game for the whole family!

-  New Kiddie Xball is an interactive action game built for kids and family!

-  All new cabinet design, shorter in width and height

-  5 exciting ball toss mini-games featuring different themes

-  Great fun for kids and family alike!

-  Simplified Software

-  Compact Size

-  Kids Friendly

- Roll the balls down the alley-style playfield

- Sensor detect speed/angle of the ball and translate it to the screen

- Bonus game, attractive demo mode, LED packge

- Third screen with game  instructions or custom operator content

31 Mayan Kingdom NEW Unit(s) US$8,000

- Self-sustained recycling system for tokens

- Targets that promote skilled play

- Rotating playfield

- Well-lit cabinet with underbody LEDs

- Roll the balls down the alley-style playfield

- Sensor detect speed/angle of the ball and translate it to the screen

- Bonus game, attractive demo mode, LED packge

- Third screen with game  instructions or custom operator content

Save the world from an Alien Invasion

- Officially licensed game from 20th Century Fox

- Monitor housed inside the playfield to visualize space battles

- Roll the ball into moving targets, reach the mothership

- Flexible Bonus Structure

- Optional Twin-Unit Marquee with the characters from the movie

1.Slalom style control platform 。

2.Multiple characters to choose from.

3.A multitude of powerups and obstacles on the track.

4.Linkable units for multiplayer capabilities

- Self-sustained recycling system for tokens

- Targets that promote skilled play

- Rotating playfield

- Well-lit cabinet with underbody LEDs

It is an interactive action game designed just for kids.

There are 5 exciting mini games to choose from. Each mini game has an

interesting theme and a mission that players must accomplish by quick

tossing balls moving targets on screen.

Hit as many targets as possible within time limit to earn points and win

tickets.

1. Step onto the platform, hold the handles with both hands.

2. Choose the route and characters you like to play.

3. Jumping up and down to move the characters forward.

4. Shift your weight on the left or right foot to turn.

5. Game is over when time is up.
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32 Mighty Moto Unit(s) US$5,000

Kiddie Bikers Take to the Streets!

- 3 unique tracks

- Linkable cabinets for competitive play

- Top quality graphics and sounds

- Character and motor cycle selection

- Racers dodge cars, pick up extra power points and race to the finish

33
Monkey Shake

Down
CE Unit(s) US$5,500

IT'LL MAKE YOU GO BANANAS!

- 2 player family game

- Fast paced gameplay requires skill and timing

- 3 fun and ertering levels

- 42" LCD monitor

- Striking marquee display, attractive LED lights

34
Monkey Shake

Down Jr.

NEW

CE
Unit(s) US$4,200

IT'LL MAKE YOU GO BANANAS!

- single playergame

- Fast paced gameplay requires skill and timing

- 3 fun and ertering levels

- 32" LCD monitor

- Striking marquee display, attractive LED lights

35 Ocean Hockey Unit(s) US$2,800

Pass, shoot, and SCORE!

- Solid support for balance and stability during play

- Special sound effects, attractive cabinet design

- Ticket payout option

- Perfect combination of durability, speed, and excitement

- Fun for children and adults alike!

36
Panning for Gold

(Ticket)

NEW

CE
Unit(s) US$7,500

Come and join in with the gold rush!

This innovative and fun family game takes you back to the days of the Gold Rush

when everyone was looking to get rich quick!

Players use the controls to scoop up as many gold nuggets as possible within the time

limit and dump their treasure onto the unique weighing platform.  The heavier the

nuggets you drop onto the platform, the more tickets you win!

- Pan for gold nuggets floating in water

- 4 player compact cabinet

- Unique weighing technology – heavier nuggets win more tickets

1. Use the lever to control the bucket, Scoop up as many gold nuggest as

possible

within the time limit.

2. Dump the nuggets on a scale to weigh them and win corresponding

tickets/prizes.

1. Insert coin to start games.

2. Shoot the puck into the opponent's goal to win

3. Ticket payout version

Motorcycle driving game for kids.

1. Insert Coin (s).

2. Choose characters, cars, and tracks you like.

3. Press START button to play the game.

4.Pick up power-up items and dodge obstacles along the way

5. When time is up, game is over.

1. Stop the monkeys from stealing bananas.

2. Quickly push the balls to knock the monkeys down before then can

reach the top of the tree.

3. Defeat the Ape King to win the Bonus.

1. Stop the monkeys from stealing bananas.

2. Quickly push the balls to knock the monkeys down before then can

reach the top of the tree.

3. Defeat the Ape King to win the Bonus.
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37
Pin Up

(Redemption)
NEW Unit(s) US$4,500

- Hook the pin with the rod and stand it up to advance to the next stage

- 4 levels of gameplay/ticket value

- Difficulty increase as the player advances

- Winner every time option

38 Pin Up (Prize) NEW Unit(s) US$5,000

- Hook the pin with the rod and stand it up to advance to the next stage

- 4 levels of gameplay/ticket value

- Difficulty increase as the player advances

- Winner every time option

Real Reel Fishing Action!

The bigger the fish, the higher the score.

Catch the lobster, win the treasure!

Unique rotating reel handles wirh multiple tension settings

Pull harder for BIG FISH!!!

-2 player video fishing game!

-Fast-paced gameplay requires skill and timing

-Striking multi-color changing LED lights

40
Pirate's Hook

(1 player)
CE Unit(s) US$2,500

Real Reel Fishing Action!

The bigger the fish, the higher the score.

Catch the lobster, win the treasure!

Unique rotating reel handles wirh multiple tension settings

Pull harder for BIG FISH!!!

Single player

41
Pirate's Hook

w/chair (4p)
CE Unit(s) US$9,000

Come Aboard and Join the Crew!

One of a kind fishing reel mechanism....feels like real fishing!

- Fantastic 4-player family fishing skill game

- Solo play or multi-player setting

- Attractive and bright, eye-catching graphics

- Use skill, timing and technique to win tickets

- Hook the "booty" with realistic rel tension mechanisms

42 Polar Igloo Twin NEW Unit(s) US$9,000

A polar twist on the classic gameplay with stunning visual effects!

- Quick & simple addictive gameplay

- Colorful cabinet with multitude of LEDs

- Attractive characters

- Winter themed

- Custom controller

Drop the ball down and try to get the ball drop to animial's mouth downside to

win ticket.

Polar Igloo is a rapid, fun game with simple controls and classic gameplay. The

players use the custom LED fish controller to drop the balls between the pegs,

and aim them for the target areas. Depending on what the balls hit on their way

down, the amount of rewarded tickets increases.

1. Insert Coin(s). Fishing Rob swinging left and right.

2. Press Lower button to release the hook.

3. Rotate the handle to real the fish.

4. Catch as many fishes as possible within time limit.

5. Catch the Lobster king to win Mega Bonus.

- Hook the pin with the rod and stand it up to advance to the next stage

- 4 levels of gameplay/ticket value

- Difficulty increase as the player advances

- Winner every time option

- Hook the pin with the rod and stand it up to advance to the next stage

- 4 levels of gameplay/ticket value

- Difficulty increase as the player advances

- Winner every time option

4 Players

1. Insert Coin(s). Fishing Rob swinging left and right.

2. Press Lower button to release the hook.

3. Rotate the handle to real the fish.

4. Catch as many fishes as possible within time limit.

5. Catch the Lobster king to win Mega Bonus.

1. Insert Coin(s). Fishing Rob swinging left and right.

2. Press Lower button to release the hook.

3. Rotate the handle to real the fish.

4. Catch as many fishes as possible within time limit.

5. Catch the Lobster king to win Mega Bonus
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43
Ring Em

with seat
CE Unit(s) US$5,500

An attractive redemption game for the family!!

- Attractive multi-colored LED signage

- 47" LCD monitor, vibrant colors, crisp graphics

- Striking multi-color changing LED lights

- Optional stool, beautiful LED lighting, easy to install

44
Ring Em

single player
CE Unit(s) US$2,500

A game of skill and precision Ring Em has been admitted into our new “Value Series

”! With an amazing price point and fully skill based gameplay it’s really a no-brainer.

This smaller game can fit into any FEC and its colorful cabinet will make sure the

game gets noticed.

with seat
New Unit(s) US$6,500

Competitive water Challenge

Use precision to aim for spinning wheel targets

Cowboy Theme

Interactive Progress Indicators

Get the bull to the endo of race to win bonus tickets

46 Safari Ranger SD
NEW

CE
Unit(s) US$5,500

RESCUE THE ANIMALS IN THIS THRILLING SAFARI MISSIONS

- Safari themed 2 player video redemption

- 42" LCD monitor

- Help rescue safari animals using skill and timing

- Multiple levels of tension on wheel mechanism feels so realistic

47
Safari Ranger

DLX
NEW Unit(s) US$9,000

RESCUE THE ANIMALS IN THIS THRILLING SAFARI MISSIONS

- Safari themed 4-player video redemption

- 42" LCD monitor

- Help rescue safari animals using skill and timing

- Multiple levels of tension on wheel mechanism feels so realistic

48 Ski Racer
NEW

CE
Unit(s) US$4,300

Ski Racer

A small footprint game for the younger crowd

Engaging foot controls

Bonuses and obstacles on the tracks

2 Characters to play

Colorful visuals and bright LEDs

1. Swipe the traceball to control the direction of your toss.

2. Active the points Wheel by tossing rings around the Beans on top of it.

3. Toss rings around the Beans to score.

4. Successfully ring the Bean King to win the Bonus.

1. It’s a ski racing game. Player can select link or single play.

2. Player can select single or double board after select the map.

3. Player can win scores through picking up props or take a stunt show.

4. Get to finish line and get award according to your score.

Help move the animals to safety!

Press the button to lauch the lasso.

Rotate the handle to wind them in-the bigger the animal, the higher the

score.

Rescue the endagnered white lion to win the safari bonus.

Help move the animals to safety!

Press the button to lauch the lasso.

Rotate the handle to wind them in-the bigger the animal, the higher the

score.

Rescue the endagnered white lion to win the safari bonus.

Single Player

1. Swipe the traceball to control the direction of your toss.

2. Active the points Wheel by tossing rings around the Beans on top of it.

3. Toss rings around the Beans to score.

4. Successfully ring the Bean King to win the Bonus.

Competitive water Challenge

Use precision to aim for spinning wheel targets

Cowboy Theme

Interactive Progress Indicators

Get the bull to the endo of race to win bonus tickets
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49 Slam A Winner Unit(s) US$2,500

Dimensions (mm):

W828x1007xH2098

Weight : 150 kgs

Power: 90~200W

SPIN IT , SLAM IT, WIN EVERYTIME !!

Time it right so that the ball falls through the bonus target, and win extra ball drops

and/or mountain of tickets ! Even if you miss the bonus hole on the first shot, the

bounching ball careens around the play area before dropping into a point hole. Slam-

A-Winner has a fun meteors falling from the sky theme, Attractive, minimal floor

space. Guaranteed high earne. 6 balls come with each unit.

50 Speedy Feet
NEW

CE
Unit(s) US$4,500

Dimensions (mm):

W1100xD1770xH2170

Weight:~200 kg

Power:  160~220 W

- Dinosaur themed stomping game with tactile foot controls

- Colorful graphics

- Large screen

- Bonus point counter

- 3 stages to complete

51
Squirt A Gator -

2.5" prize version

NEW

 CE
Unit(s) US$4,500

Dimension (mm):

W1002×D1930×H2390

N.W.: ~250kgs

Power:60~660 W

An attractive redemption&Prize game for the family!!

- Two palyer, family-fun, skill game

- Ticket + prize dual UNI Vend feature!

- Water based game which children adore

- No plumbing easy clean, inddor location suitable

- Colorful and fun-filled cabinet design

- Fun music and sound effects

52
Squirt A Gator -

Ticket version

NEW

 CE
Unit(s) US$4,300

Dimension (mm):

W1002×D1930×H2390

N.W.: ~250kgs

Power:60~660 W

An attractive redemption&Prize game for the family!!

- Two palyer, family-fun, skill game

- Ticket + prize dual UNI Vend feature!

- Water based game which children adore

- No plumbing easy clean, inddor location suitable

- Colorful and fun-filled cabinet design

- Fun music and sound effects

53
Strike Pro Fishing

Twin
New Unit(s) US$9,000

Dimension (mm):

W1400×D2050×H2160

N.W.: 400kgs

Power: 310~760W

Strike Pro Fishing

- Realistic fishing with carefully modelled controllers

- Fast-paced gameplay based on skill and precision

- A variety of real fish types to catch

- Catch the MEGA FISH to win the Bonus

- Realistic graphics

54 Surfer Bike CE Unit(s) US$4,800

Dimension (mm):

W1236xD1628xH2246

N.W.: 220 kgs

Power: 250W

1. Insert coins to start. The red stop button will light up.

2. Press the stop button with accurate timing to control ball drop. Balls

will travel down the pipe. There is a horizontal rotating wheel with

corresponding point holes. Ball will randomly fall and activate the

corresponding score.

3. If the ball hits the JACKPOT, you win!

Total 3 stages

Stage1 & Stage2 is basic stage，player can play at least these two stages.

Stage3 can play if collect enough score in Stage1&2. And can win Bonus in

Stage 3.

Each stage have [tool] for specail effect.

Finish Stage 3 win Mega Bonus.

1. Water based game which children adore.Use the water gun to squirt

back the gators.

2. Points/tickets rewarded for every gator that is squirted back into the

hole.

3. Timer count down shows time left to play.

1. Water based game which children adore.Use the water gun to squirt

back the gators.

2. Points/tickets rewarded for every gator that is squirted back into the

hole.

3. Timer count down shows time left to play.

This is a game that captures the excitement of realistic deep sea fishing.

The gameplay is split into 2 stages: the casting and the reeling. Both

require timing and precision to succeed, however the game still remains

fun and fast-paced. The beautiful visuals and a variety of fish to catch

make sure that the game excites your guests.

1. Choose single player or two player game

2. Use the handlebars to steer you way down the river avoiding obstacles

including dinosaurs, snakes, lions and genies

3. Catch the: UFO to slow down the fastest player in front of you; Leaf,

to blackout views for the player behind you; Nitrogen, to charge and

speed up for a short period of time; and Carrot, to charge energy, speed

up

4. The first to cross the finish line wins
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55
Toss Up

single player
CE Unit(s) US$2,500

Dimension(mm):

W560xD740xH1820

N.W.:120 kgs

Power: 60-75W

This is a skill based game which requires the players to toss the balls towards the

openings on the play field. Different holes award different amount of points, so the

game can be quite challenging. As part of our new “Value Series” Toss Up 1P allows

any operator to own a great redemption piece for a low price. The added bonus of

small size means that it is also easy to fit this cabinet in even the smallest space out

there.

56
Tubin' Twist

(single Unit)
CE Unit(s) US$3,000

Dimension(mm):

W903xD982xH2248

Weight 200 KG

Power: 150W

Twist your way to a big Win!

- Striking multi-colored changing lights

- An attractive game to fill your cashbox!

- 100% skill-based game with high odds of winning giant bonus!

- Easy linkable up to 3 units

57
Tubin' Twist

(3 in 1)
CE Unit(s) US$9,000

Dimension(mm):

W2710xD982xH2300

Weight 600 KG

Power: 450W

Twist your way to a big Win!

- Striking multi-colored changing lights

- An attractive game to fill your cashbox!

- 100% skill-based game with high odds of winning giant bonus!

- Easy linkable up to 3 units

58 Tiny Tune New Unit(s) US$4,000

Dimension (mm):

W670xD920xH1500

Weight: ~150kgs

Power:150-230W

A rhythm game tailored for toddlers and the younger age group. The objective is to

push the buttons in time with the music. The game includes a collection of children’s

songs, which are fun and easy to reproduce with the large colorful keys on the

dashboard.

- Simple rhythm-based game for the younger age group

- Built-in collection of children’s songs

- Simple 4-button controls

- Colorful piano keys on the dashboard

59
Up & Away

with seat
CE Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimension (mm):

W1100×D1900×H2550

N.W.: ~300kgs

Power: 70~900W

SPACE TRAVEL THEMED REDEMPTION GAME

- Gameplay uses air blasting accuracy

- Game of pure skill for all ages

- Countdown timer to add excitement

- Easy and fun game encourages repeat play

- Bright and attractive cabinet

- 2 player machine

- linkable up to 4 units with a unique linking bonus design

1. Swipe the traceball to control the direction of your toss.

2. Toss balls into the holes to scores.

3. Toss balls into the Rainbow turnnel to win tickets.

4. Toss balls into the Pot to receive Bonus Balls.

5. Win lots of tickets when Bonus Balls are released.

1. Insert coin to release ball.

2. When ball drop into a ticket slot, win corresponding tickets.Earn extra

tickets when ball drop into Bonus or Mega bonus.

3. When ball drops into extra ball slot, extra ball(s) will be released

automatically.

4. Press skill stop button to Aim & Win.

1. Insert coins to energize the air blaster gun.

2. Use gun to blow and guide the balls into the target.

3. Each time a ball drops into target your animal character will move up.

4. Get all 4 balls into the target first to "WIN" the Galaxy bonus and win

game.

1. Insert coin to release ball.

2. When ball drop into a ticket slot, win corresponding tickets.Earn extra

tickets when ball drop into Bonus or Mega bonus.

3. When ball drops into extra ball slot, extra ball(s) will be released

automatically.

4. Press skill stop button to Aim & Win.

1. Education piano game machines

2. Attractive outlook

3. Song can be selected
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60 Veggie Blast Unit(s) US$4,000

Dimension (mm):

W920xD1134xH1830

Weight:150 kgs

Power:50W~230W

Cute Blasting Fun!

- 1-player skilled-based video redemption

- Multiple exciting stages

- Cute vegetable characters and sounds

- Corn-shaped gun with force feedback action

- Multi-color LED lights and Marquee

- Hit veggies to score and win tickets

61 Whacky Froggy CE Unit(s) US$2,500

Dimension(mm)

W650xD550xH1350

Weight:130 KG

Power: 140~160W

An attractive redemption game for the family!!

- Simple and Fun gameplay

- Low profile and durable cabinet

- Attractive multicolored LED lights

- Adorable popping frogs

- Easy to handle soft retractable mallet

62 Wooly Sprint NEW Unit(s) Later

Dimension(mm):

W787xD1372xH2007

Weight: ~ kgs

Power: W

Sheep Racing Game

Unique controller - shake the sheep to accelerate

Tciket/prize redemption

Height adjusted for younger children

Colorful lights that shine through the sheep

63 Zoo Explorer New Unit(s) US$4,500

Dimension(mm):

W1020xD1540xH2300

Weight: ~250 kgs

Power:110-150W

- Compact jungle themed game

- Simple hidden object game

- Touchscreen

- Find all the cute animals to win tickets

64 After Dark DLX CE Unit(s) US$13,500

Dimension (mm):

W1820×D2799×H2553

Weight:~800 kgs

Power: 650~1450W

Intense and thrilling shooting action all in one!

- 1-2 player game

- Content appropriate for young teens and up

- Fully functioning steering wheel

- Guns with motion

- Motion platform included

- Attractive and bright LED lights

- Spectacular graphics; great sound effects

- 55” monitor

- Drive through the underworld with the steering wheel. Shoot at the monsters and

complete the 4 exciting stages!

- Compact jungle themed game

- Simple hidden object game

- Touchscreen

- Find all the cute animals to win tickets

Sheep Racing Game

Unique controller - shake the sheep to accelerate

Tciket/prize redemption

Height adjusted for younger children

Colorful lights that shine through the sheep

55" LCD

1. Insert Coin(s).

2. There are 4 game scenes for selection to play.

3. Aim the target and shoot the monster.

4. Control the steering wheel to escape from the obstacle and enemy.

5. Aim the golden target together to be powerful enough to shoot down

the target.

6. Some time the seat vibrate during the game play.

Arcade Games 

1. Insert Coin(s).

2. Use the hammer to hit the froggy which is pump up.

3. Try to hit as many froggy as possible to win more scores within time

limit.

1) Insert Coin(s), shoot the vaggies to receive power or tickets.

2) Accumulate power to active LUCKY DRAW for tickets, mini game or

Jackpot.

3)The game has 4 scenes, The system automatically switch new scene.
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65

Aliens

Armageddon

55" LCD

Rawthrill

,

USA

NEW

Unit(s) US$9,000

Dimension (mm):

W1320xD1490xH2700

N.W.: 241kgs

Power: 320-450W

MANKIND MUST ESCAPE TO SURVICE

- Force feedback guns

- Massive 55 inch HD LCD display (Deluxe)

- Eye catching Aliens topper

- Four levels of non-stop shooting action

- Cutting edge graphics and sound

66
Armed Resistance

DX
NEW Unit(s) US$9,000

Dimension (mm):

W1620xD1655xH1930

N.W.: 250 kgs

Power: 260-520W

THRILLING ACTION-ADVENTURE SCI-FI FUTURISTIC VIDEO GAME

- 6 machines to choose from: a sports car, tank, trucks, robot reptile, helicopter and

fighter plan

- 3 stages: Harbor, Desert storm and ruins

- Single Battle mode: Destroy the enemy, destroy their enemy base, win point

- Linkable battle mode: Team up and destroy enemy bases

- Obtain battle achievements throughout game

67 Batman

Rawthrill

, USA

NEW

Unit(s) US$7,500

Dimension (mm):

W1100xD1750xH2400

N.W.:270kgs

Power: 400-800W

DESCEND INTO THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF BATMAN

- Mission-based video game-play encourages continue play

- Themed steering wheel includes triggers for easy weapon launching

- 10 Batmobiles to choose from - every Batmobile ever screened!

- 36 missions (easy to hard)

- Over 500 color-shifting LEDs

- 6 awesome power-ups

  (jump jet, batarang, cannon, drone, missles, battering ram)

- 3 unique, cinematic villain battles

- Pin in system to keep track of mission progress / high scores

68
Crazy Speed 2

(42" LCD)
CE Unit(s) US$7,000

Dimension (mm):

W1700×D1100×H2300

N.W.: 250kgs

Power: 350~420W

THE ULTIMATE RACING EXPERIENCES

- Customizable cars, plenty of upgrades

- Multiple intense tracks, varied degrss of difficulty

- 4 Game modes, also 'random cut in' game play mode

- Wind blowing feature

- Local linking up to 8 units

- Built-In Card System

69 Crusin Motion NEW Unit(s) US$9,000

Dimension(mm):

W1300xD2500xH2200

Weight: ~ 280 kgs

Power: 200-1100W

The new Racing hit is here

Race through a collection of real locations

Licensed cars from manufactures including Lamborghini

Interactive motion platform

1. 8 different locations, race to be first to win

2. Online tournament mode can be accessed with internet connection

3. Custom-tune cars, name own character

4. Compete in special races.

- Rawthrills, licensed game. Racing with shooting

- Only for China and Asia market

1. Choose adversary to battle with and Batmobile

2. Themed steering wheel includes triggers

3. 6 powerups (jump jet, batarang, cannon, drone, missiles, battering ram)

4. Pin in system to keep track of mission progress/high scores

The new Racing hit is here

Race through a collection of real locations

Licensed cars from manufactures including Lamborghini

Interactive motion platform

- Rawthrills, licensed game. Shooting

- Only for China and Asia market

- Help battle against invading extra-terrestrials after Earth’s major cities

get wiped off the map by a Xenomorph plague. UFOs invade from the

skies, use the guns and triggers to fight back to try to send the invaders

back to the stars and to escape from Earth through the four chapters.

1. The tail of a passing comet makes contact with earth on its course

through the atmosphere.

2. A freak electrical charge creates humanoid robotic machines as man

fuses with machine. The Intelligent Organisms, as they become known,

go to battle with the Military and a war of force commences.

3. Players have to destroy the enemy and occupy the Attack Tower to win

points.
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70 Dino Invasion New Unit(s) US$18,000

Dimension (mm):

W3380xD3130xH2730

N.W.: 300 kgs

Power: 550~780W

4 players shooting game

1. 3 stages randomly appears

2. Complete the Missions within time limit win bullet and scores

3. Shoot Special dinosars win bullets and high scores

71 Galactic Force DLX NEW Unit(s) Later

Dimension(mm):

W1500xD2420xH2200

Weight: ~ kgs

Power: W

Epic Journey on a dangerous planet

2-Player journey through an adventure of an elite soldier

Flight enormous monsters on foot or from a drop ship

Custom blasters and modular cabinet

72 Jurassic Park

Rawthrill

,

USA

NEW

Unit(s) US$15,000

Dimensions (mm):

W1360xD1940xH2160

Weight: ~400kg

Power:  400-750W

1. Massive 55” HD LCD Display

2. Over 45 minutes of gameplay,Nearly 3 times the competition!

3. Suitable for All Ages,Tranquilize and rescue dinosaurs

4. High reliability force feedback guns

5. Tested to over 25 million cycles

6. Cutting edge graphics and sound

7. Radical upgrade from previous RT games

8. Lighted Giant Dino Topper

9. Draws attention from a distance

73
Maximum Tune

3.5 Plus
Namco Unit(s) US$8,000

Dimension(mm):

W920xD1630xH1950

Weight: 257kg

Power: 280~440 W

Racing game

74
Moto GP

(For Asia Market)

New

Rawthrill
Unit(s) US$8,000

Dimension(mm):

W1100xD2310xH2300

NW.W: 270kgs

Power:200~300W

- 4 Colors optional: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow

- Officially Licensed Moto GP products

- Front Facing camera puts you and your friends in the game

- Localand online multiplayer for upto 8 rides

- Online stat tracking

- Front Mounted fan simulates wind

- Stunning HD display

- 3 Difficulty levels: Novice, Normal, and Pro

Epic Journey on a dangerous planet

2-Player journey through an adventure of an elite soldier

Flight enormous monsters on foot or from a drop ship

Custom blasters and modular cabinet

4 players shooting game

1. 3 stages randomly appears

2. Complete the Missions within time limit win bullet and scores

3. Shoot Special dinosars win bullets and high scores

Racing game

1. Massive 55” HD LCD Display

2. Over 45 minutes of gameplay,Nearly 3 times the competition!

3. Suitable for All Ages,Tranquilize and rescue dinosaurs

4. High reliability force feedback guns

5. Tested to over 25 million cycles

6. Cutting edge graphics and sound

7. Radical upgrade from previous RT games

8. Lighted Giant Dino Topper

9. Draws attention from a distance

Racing game
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75 Outback Hunter New Unit(s) US$18,000

Dimension (mm):

W3200xD3000xH3950

N.W.: -- kgs

Power: 550~780W

4 players shooting game

1. 3 stages randomly appears

2. Complete the Missions within time limit win bullet and scores

3. Shoot Special animals win bullets and high scores

76 Super Bike 2
Rawthrill

, USA
Unit(s) US$7,000

Dimensions (mm):

W2185xD1150xH1994

Weight: 270 kgs

Power : 180~260W

Totally Redesigned Compact Cabinet

The best Motorcycle game just got better in an all new instalment with brand new

gameplay and amazing HD graphics.

- All New Redesigned Compact Cabinet

- 42” LCD Panel for HD graphics

- Links Up to 8 units for competitive Racing

- 12 new Motorcycle models, with new Upgrades and characters

- Customized Bikes with All-New Upgrade Options

- 11 all new Challenging race courses

- Player Profile Storage with Keypad Entry

77 Ultra Race NEW Unit(s) US$7,500

Dimension (mm):

W1700×D1100×H2300

N.W.: 250kgs

Power: 350~420W

42"HD display

Linkable up to 4 units

Accept challenger during single play mode

Can speed up for 2 times

Accident and scene change will bring you a new experience

78 Angel Carousel CE Unit(s) US$4,300

 Dimensions (mm):

Φ1375xH2650

Weight: 290 kgs

Power: 400W

A Cute Heavenly Ride!

-  Innovative “pole-less” break-through design

-  Sturdy and safe

-  Rotating carousel with cute characters

-  Attractive beam lights, digital sounds

-  High quality fiberglass

-  A top earner in any location

-  Ultra-modern design suitable for today’s high-tech kids

79 Arka CE Unit(s) US$3,000

Dimensions (mm):

W780xD1780xH1760

Weight:115 kg

Power:  375 W

Interactive Ride Learning while sailing!

- 8 different animal sounds

- 8 buttons to press

- Adorable characters & sound effects

- Durable high quality fiberglass

- Motion platform

Kiddie Rides

1. Insert Coin(s)

2. Push buttons to activate animal characters and sounds

3. Attractive beam lights, digital sounds, music

1. Insert Coin(s)

2. Three seaters rotating carousel with horse characters.

3. Attractive beam lights, digital sounds, music

4 players shooting game

1. 3 stages randomly appears

2. Complete the Missions within time limit win bullet and scores

3. Shoot Special animals win bullets and high scores

42"HD display

Linkable up to 4 units

Accept challenger during single play mode

Can speed up for 2 times

Accident and scene change will bring you a new experience

1.Insert coin(s) to start the game.

2.Select Solo play or Head to Head competition with other linked bikes

3.Choose bike selection

4.Select tracks

5.Option to save bike states and upgrades using PIN.

- Choose from 9 action-packed tracks

- 14 hot bikes, 8 awesome characters, 30 exciting tricks

- Tournament ready

- Link up to 8 bikes for head to head competition

- Save bikes, status and upgrades with PIN
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80
Big Rig / Big

Truck
New Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimensions (mm):

W1240xD1330xH1920

Weight: 280 kg

Power:  170-260W

A kiddie truck game with an educational video component and innovative voice

controls for the parent. While the kids play, parents can participate by telling the game

to turn, accelerate, or stop.

- Educational video game included

- Kids can pull the horn string to sound the air-horn

- Attractive cabinet, which resembles a real truck

81 Crazy Duck NEW Unit(s) US$3,000

Dimension(mm):

W630xD1290xH1440

Weight: ~ kgs

Power: W

Kiddie Ride

82
Little Horse

Carousel
 Unit(s) US$3,000

Dimensions (mm):

Φ1230xH2311mm

Weight : 250 kgs

Power: 400W

83
Mini Train with

Smoke
CE Unit(s) US$2,600

Dimension(mm)

W1020xD670xH1090

Weight:90 KG

Power: 350 W

Smokey Fun with a whistle...... toot toot!

- Safe and cool smoke effects!

- Exciting and intense whistle

- Interactive mini game

- Easily replaceable fog juice

- Durable gel coated cabinet

- Compact cabinet

84 Penguin Slope NEW Unit(s) US$3,500

Dimension(mm):

W559xD1092xH1092

Weight: ~70 kgs

Power: 90~200W

Kiddie Ride

85 Train Station CE Unit(s) US$4,500

Dimension (mm):

W2160×D1430×H1180

Loading capacity:

35kgs / 2 persons

Speed: 25seconds / round

Weight: 200 kgs

Power: 120W

MUSICAL 2 SEATER KIDDIE RIDE

- Musical train runs around looping track

- Interactive toggle button on front carriage to stop/restart the train on journey

- 2 seater ride

Kiddie Ride

Kiddie Ride

1.Durable gel coated cabinet.

2. Motion Platform.

3.Interactive mini game

Education game machines, Follow the instruction to learn how to drive a

truck.

Parent can play with their kids, there is Voice control funtion.

Variety of operation for the game.

- New kiddie ride, running on track, there is sensor protection to avoid

people get hurt during running.

- The kids can control the ride with a Start/Stop button inside the cabin.

1. Insert Coin(s)

2. Three seaters rotating carousel with Horse characters

3. Attractive lights, digital sounds, music
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86 Robo Sweep NEW Unit(s) US$5,000

Dimension(mm):

W991xD1600xH1803

Weight: ~ 250kgs

Power: 120~600 W

Kiddie Ride

87

Rocket School

Bus

with Monitor

NEW

CE
Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimension(mm):

W1050xD1880xH1650

Weight: 250KGS

Power: 100-430W

RIDE AND LEARN - BLASTING GOOD FUN!

- Fun and Educational Ride

- Can seat up to 3 young Children

- Safe ride with gentle monitor

- Optional 19" monitor with educational content

- Beautiful lights, vibrant colors

88
Seaway

Submarine

NEW

CE
Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimension (mm):

W1100xD1700xH1700

N.W.:200 kgs

Power: 90~380W

Kiddie ride with interactive onboard fishing game.

A great underwater motion kiddie ride with interactive on-board fishing game

- Sea-like movement motion platform

- Interactive mini fishing game

- 4 game control buttons

- Fun and educational

89 Cargo Express NEW Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimensions (mm):

W900xD1810xH1850

Weight:~140 kg

Power:   160-550W

New colourful and education kiddie train.

- Rainbow LEDs

- Semi-transparent pelxiglass

- Educational content

- Simple controls

- Educational value in a bright attractive package.

90 Fire Rescue NEW Unit(s) US$5,500

Dimensions (mm):

W970×D1810×H1850

Weight: ~190kg

Power: 400-450W

A fire truck kiddie ride, which includes a water game on its dashboard.

- Colorful cabinet

- Built-in water game

- Firefighter theme

- Motion platform

- A new kiddie game by UNIS

91 Racing Jet NEW Unit(s) US$4,500

Dimensions (mm):

W1200xD1600xH1180

Weight: ~150 kg

Power:  100~300W

Another great product in our series of interactive kiddie rides.

-Interactive Kiddie Ride with A redemption game inside

-The player catches balls with A special basket to win tickets

-Colorful cabinet and LEDs

-Small footprint

Kiddie Ride

Kiddie Ride

Control the Fireman using real water to put out a fate fire on different

targets.

Kiddie Ride.

Playing game during riding:

Within the time limit, try to catch as much balls as possible.

RIDE AND LEARN - BLASTING GOOD FUN!

- Fun and Educational Ride

- Can seat up to 3 young Children

- Safe ride with gentle monitor

- Optional 19" monitor with educational content

- Beautiful lights, vibrant colors

Prize Games

Kiddie Ride.

3 level of speed to control the train, To stop the train compelet the misson

There are button to control Fireworks on screen and can change the view

of train by button.

When sitting in the submarine it will make sea-like movements, while

riding use the buttons to control the Ride and Learn fishing game. If a

fish is caught with the net, the name and a fact about the fish will appear

on the screen.

- Skin button will change the color of the submarine

- Net button will throw a net to try and catch a fish

- Speed button will speed up the submarine

- speak button will launch trumpets and cheers
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Date : Apr 01, 2017

Item No. Price Remark Game Description

QUOTATION

How to playName Quantity

92 Roto Crab NEW Unit(s) US$5,000

Dimension (mm):

W1400xD1400xH1640

N.W.: 160 kgs

Power: 120-260W

GRAB YOUR FAVORITE ANIMAL FRIENDS WITH THE JUNGLE CLAW!

- 4-player Jungle-themed crane suitable for children and families

- Easy to control vertical and drop claw motion with rotating playfield

- Convenient toy storage and display area at the top

- Attractive surrounding LED lights

92
Sweetland

(bright)
Unit(s) US$5,000

Dimension(mm):

W1300xD1300xH1500

Weight: 170kg

Power: 200W

4-player candy machine: BLUE version!

Top rotating display

New ventilation fan

Bright attractive cabinet

Enhanced interior lighting

94 Jolly Crane NEW Unit(s) US$1,100

Dimensions (mm):

W505xD580xH1450

Weight : 80  kgs

Power: 200W

This is a merchandise crane made specifically for a younger age group. The cabinet is

smaller and has a ton of attractive lights to get the little ones excited.

- A small kiddie plush crane

- Colorful rainbow LEDs

- Simple gameplay at a great value

- Bright cabinet design

Remarks: 

1. The above is ex factory price based on full container.

2. Terms of validity is 60 days.

1.Insert coin(s) to start the game.

2.Press button 1, excavator starts to excavate candies; Press button 2,

excavator starts to drop candies on the moving board.

New Toys machine

Can keep catching within time limit;

Mini Size for Kids;

More lighting effect;

Special curved shape

Aim for prizes on a rotating platform.

Use the lever to control the claw back and forth on the rotating platform.

Press the button to drop the claw and grab prizes.
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